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ABSTRACT 

This implementation of the physical optics approximation method for predicting 

the radar cross section (RCS) of complex objects utilizes the scientific computational 

features of MATLAB and its Graphical User Interface (GUI) functions to provide an 

error-free encoding of input parameters and efficient calculation. The POFACETS GUI 

provides a convenient tool for both students and electromagnetic professionals to design 

complex models by representing its component parts as triangular facets and offers 

options for defining the surface roughness of the scattering object. The GUI calculates 

the monostatic or bistatic radar cross section of the modeled object based on certain radar 

frequencies and parameters of interest, creates a variety of plots for the model geometry 

and its RCS measurement, and provides additional functionalities to enhance 

visualization of the object and verify correctness of data. Various help windows and 

messages are available to the user to serve as guide in the efficient use of the GUI. The 

simplicity of the GUI design does not require the user to have a detailed understanding of 

the various steps involved in the RCS calculation. 
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I.       INTRODUCTION 

Designing operational platforms and predicting their radar cross section (RCS) for 

a range of frequencies provides a challenging problem in modern electronic warfare. One 

approach to high frequency prediction calculations is to estimate a complex model with 

an array of simple shapes, such as triangles or flat plates. The RCS is obtained by 

computing the scattered field of the collection of these simple shapes to obtain the total 

RCS of the target. 

Among the most common RCS prediction methods for any arbitrary three- 

dimensional target are the Method of Moments (MOM), the Finite Difference Method 

(FDM), Geometrical Optics (GO) and Physical Optics (PO). The MOM is a popular 

technique that solves the electric or magnetic field integral equation by reducing it to a 

matrix problem with the matrix size directly related to the electrical size of the scattering 

body in terms of the incident wave. This method gives very accurate results but is 

computationally intense. In the FDM, finite differences are used to approximate the 

differential operators in Maxwell's equations in either the time or frequency domain. The 

target must be discretized as in the MOM. Since this method necessarily calculates the 

fields in the region around the target, computing the RCS of a target with a characteristic 

dimension of several orders of magnitude of the wavelength would entail considerable 

time. GO and the Geometric Theory of Diffraction (GTD) involve ray tracing methods to 

analyze electrically large targets of arbitrary shape. Diffracted rays are allowed to 

originate from the scattering of the incident wave at edges, corners, and vertices. Among 

the problems associated with GO is that the source and the observation point must satisfy 
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Snell's Law or the reflected field is zero. It yields discontinuous fields at shadow 

boundaries and zero fields in the shadow regions. GTD solves this problem by 

accounting for the edge-related effects. PO overcomes the problems associated with the 

infinities of ray tracing for flat and singly curved surfaces by approximating the induced 

surface fields. The induced currents are integrated over the illuminated portions of the 

target to obtain the scattered far field while setting the current to zero over the shadowed 

portions. It is most accurate in the specular direction and gives good estimates at points 

far from discontinuities and shadow boundaries. However, because PO abruptly sets the 

current to zero at a shadow boundary, the computed field values at wide angles and in the 

shadow regions are inaccurate. Also, surface waves, multiple reflections and edge 

diffractions are not included [Refs. 1, 2 and 3]. 

There is a need for an easy-to-use tool that conveniently allows the modeling of 

an arbitrary three-dimensional object with component triangular facets, visualization of 

the geometry, and calculation of the radar cross section. The physical optics 

approximation is an efficient method that gives accurate results for most large targets, yet 

is not too computationally demanding. To make this tool appealing to the user and 

prevent, if not eliminate unnecessary errors in the setting up of various parameters, the 

design of a graphical user interface is desirable. 

This thesis focuses on the design, development, and implementation of a 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) in MATLAB for a PO-based RCS prediction code. The 

program allows creation of a model comprised of triangular facets with options for 

specifying the surface characteristics. It then calculates the monostatic or bistatic radar 



cross sections given certain computational parameters without requiring the user to have 

a detailed understanding of the various steps involved in the calculation. 

The end product of this thesis is the POFACETS GUI that implements a physical 

optics approximation method that may be used by both students and electromagnetic 

professionals as a convenient tool to design complex models and predict their RCS 

performance based on the radar frequency and other parameters of interest. The GUI 

provides additional functionalities to enhance visualization of the model geometry and 

generates a variety of plots to present the RCS data. The GUI is based on codes 

developed by Professor David Jenn and utilizes the scientific computational features of 

MATLAB. 

Chapter II gives a brief description of the theory behind the formulation of the 

code by providing an overview of radar fundamentals, electromagnetic scattering and a 

comparative discussion of the common methods of high frequency RCS prediction. 

In Chapter III the flow or framework of the code is presented with the supporting 

mathematics involved in using the physical optics method to calculate the RCS. 

Chapter IV describes the POFACETS Graphical User Interface. It is intended to 

provide a descriptive guide in making the user acquainted with the operation of the GUI. 

A step-by-step illustration is provided for working on the examples that are discussed. 

Finally, Chapter V summarizes the research and suggests further work that could 

be performed to enhance the code. 
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II.      THEORETICAL FORMULATION 

A.       RADAR BACKGROUND 

The acronym radar was coined during World War II from the phrase radio 

detection and ranging. A radar is a device that transmits an electromagnetic wave and 

detects objects by virtue of the energy scattered from them in the direction of the 

receiver. Generally, the radar transmitter and receiver can be at different locations when 

viewed from the target and this is called a bistatic radar. In most applications the 

transmitter and receiver are co-located and often share the same antenna, a configuration 

referred to as a monostatic radar. The classical form of the radar equation is 

4nR AnR An 

where Pr is the power received (in watts), Pt the output power of the transmitter, Gt the 

gain of the transmitter, Gr the gain of the receiver, a the radar cross section (in square 

meters), A the wavelength (in meters), L the reduction in the received signal due to losses 

(0 < L < 1), and R the range of the target from the radar. The first term in parenthesis is 

the power density at the target (in watts/m2) due to radiation from the transmitter. The 

second term is the incident power reflected or scattered back to the receiver. The third 

term is the amount of the reflected power which is captured by the receiving antenna due 

to its effective area. For the case of a monostatic radar with the same antenna used for 

transmitting and receiving (Gtis the same as Gr), equation 2.1 simplifies to 

r     (4n?RA 



B.       ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING 

1.        Radar Cross Section 

Radar cross section (RCS) is a measure of the power scattered in a given direction 

when a target is illuminated by an incident wave, normalized to the power density of the 

incident field. The purpose of the normalization is to remove the effect of the range and 

arrive at an RCS computation that is independent of the distance between the target and 

illumination source. In terms of the incident and scattered electric field intensities, Ei 

and Es, the RCS is defined as 

o-=  lim 47tf?2 
E 

s 

E. 
i 

(2.3) 

The unit of RCS most commonly used is decibels relative to a square meter (dBsm): 

<7,dBsm = 101og(<r,m2) (2.4) 

Radar cross section is a function of many factors which include the target configuration 

and its material composition, frequency or wavelength, transmitter and receiver 

polarizations, and the target aspect (angular orientation of the target) relative to the radar. 

Hence, in general, a could be specified as apg (&,(/>) where q andp pertain to the incident 

and received polarizations, respectively, and where (&,(/)) are the polar spherical angles of 

view as shown in Figure 1. 



z 

X 

► y 

Figure 1. Coordinate System for Incident Polarization 

2.        Scattering Regions 

The scattering characteristics of a target are dependent on the frequency of the 

incident wave. Three regimes distinctly differentiate the RCS scattering of a target 

depending on the ratio of the wavelength X to the body size L. The first is the low 

frequency region or Rayleigh region (A » L) where the phase variation of the incident 

plane wave across the target is small and the shape of the body is not of importance. The 

second is the resonance region or Mie region (A ~ L) where the phase variation of the 

current across the body is significant and all parts contribute to the scattering pattern. The 

third is the high frequency region or Optical region {A « L) where the phase of the 

current across the body varies with many cycles and the scattering process can often be 



considered as the summation of the returns from non-interacting isolated scattering 

centers [Refs. 1, 2 and 4]. 

3.        Target Scattering Matrix 

The radar cross section is a scalar number that is a function of the polarization of 

the incident and received waves. The polarization of the incident wave from the radar 

will not always be in the same orientation as the polarization of the target coordinate 

system and thus, it is necessary to decompose the polarization of the incident wave into 

components in the target coordinate system. Since the wave vector components at large 

distances are tangent to a sphere, two orthogonal components in terms of the variables 6 

and <p are sufficient to represent the incident field in a spherical system centered at the 

target. Thus, in general, the incident field can be written as 

E,=Ej + Ej (2.5) 

where 6 and $ are unit vectors in the target coordinate system. The polarization of the 

scattered field is not necessarily the same as the incident field since most complex targets 

generate a cross-polarized scattering component due to multiple diffractions and 

reflections. The following scattering matrix can be used to specify the relationship 

between the incident and scattered fields: 

Es9 Ei6 

E« 
(2.6) 

The Spq are the scattering parameters, where the first index specifies the 

polarization of the receive antenna and the second, the polarization of the incident wave. 

The elements of the scattering matrix are complex quantities and in terms of the RCS 

[Ref. 1], 



"    Ä1 Pq W(EJEiq) 
(2.7) 

B.        COMMON RCS PREDICTION METHODS 

Among the most common numerical RCS prediction methods for any arbitrary 

three-dimensional target are the Method of Moments (MOM), the Finite Difference 

Method (FDM), Geometrical Optics (GO) and Physical Optics (PO). The first two 

provide rigorous solutions but are computationally intense requiring considerable 

computer time to calculate results, while the latter two are approximate methods which 

give accurate and fast results, but have limitations. 

1.        Method of Moments 

The MOM involves breaking the target into a number of surface or line 

subdomains. This popular solution technique solves the electric or magnetic field 

integral equation by reducing it to a matrix problem with the matrix size directly related 

to the electrical size of the scattering body in terms of the incident wavelength. The 

coefficients of a series approximation to the current can then be determined using matrix 

algebra. In general, the subdomains must be small compared to the wavelength. This 

method gives very accurate solutions and is used in programs such as the Numerical 

Electromagnetics Code (NEC) [Ref. 3]. However, the calculation time is dictated by that 

required to solve the simultaneous equations and the method may not be practical for 

large targets at high frequencies [Refs. 1 and 3]. 



2. Finite Difference Methods 

In this method, finite differences are used to approximate the differential 

operators in Maxwell's equations, usually in the time domain. The target must be 

discretized as in the MOM and the elements have to be small compared to the 

wavelength. Finite difference techniques do not require the solution of large dense 

matrices that the MOM does because the solution is stepped in time throughout the 

scattering body. Since this method calculates the fields in a computational grid around 

the target, calculating the RCS of a target with a characteristic dimension of several 

orders of magnitude of the wavelength would entail considerable time to compute [Refs. 

land 3]. 

3. Geometrical Optics 

GO involves ray tracing methods to analyze electrically large targets of arbitrary 

shape. The rules for ray tracing in a simple medium (linear, homogeneous, and isotropic) 

are similar to reflection and refraction in optics. In addition, diffracted rays are allowed 

that originate from the scattering of the incident wave at edges, corners, and vertices. 

The formulas are derived on the basis of infinite frequency (A -» 0) which implies an 

electrically large target. Among the problems associated with GO is that the source and 

the observation points must satisfy Snell's Law or the reflected field is zero. It yields 

discontinuous fields at shadow boundaries and zero fields in the shadow regions. The 

Geometric Theory of Diffraction was developed to take into account the edge-related 

effects by decomposing the total field at the observation point into its GO and diffracted 

components, thereby resulting in approximations for edge diffracted fields [Refs. 1 and 

4]. 
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4.     Physical Optics 

Physical Optics overcomes the problems associated with the infinities of ray 

tracing for flat and singly curved surfaces by approximating the induced surface current 

on the illuminated portions of the body to be proportional to the incident magnetic field 

intensity and integrating them to obtain the scattered far field. On the shadowed portion 

of the target, the current is set to zero. Thus, the current is approximated as 

[in x H., for the illuminated portion 
Js ~ \ U-oJ 

[0, for the shadowed portion 

where Hi is the incident magnetic field intensity at the surface and n is the surface 

normal unit vector. 

The approximation in equation (2.8) is used in the radiation integrals to compute 

the scattered far field from the target. PO is a high-frequency approximation method that 

gives best results for electrically large bodies (L > 10/1). It is most accurate in the 

specular direction and gives good estimates at points far from discontinuities and shadow 

boundaries. However, because PO abruptly sets the current to zero at a shadow 

boundary, the computed field values at wide angles and in the shadow regions are 

inaccurate. Also, surface waves, multiple reflections and edge diffractions are not 

included [Refs. 1, 2 and 4]. 

11 
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III.    PHYSICAL OPTICS APPLIED TO TRIANGULAR PATCHES 

A.       SCATTERING FROM FACETS WITH ARBITRARY ORIENTATION 

The geometry of a single facet with an arbitrary orientation is shown in Figure 2. 

The facet vertices are known in terms of their cartesian coordinates (xn,yn,z„) for 

n = 1...3. It is assumed that the vertices are labeled in a right-hand sense 

(counterclockwise) so that the thumb of the right hand gives the outward normal 

direction. For a closed body that surrounds the origin, the outward normal will in general 

point away from the origin. The position vectors to the nodes are given by 

rn =xnx+yny + znZ. 

2 1 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Arbitrarily Oriented Facet,   (a) Arbitrarily Oriented Triangular Facet, 
(b) Facet Sub-Areas for Natural Coordinates 

The edge vectors are determined from the node coordinates by 
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The tip of edge vector n originates at node n. The outward normal is obtained by taking 

the cross product of any two edge vectors in a right-handed sense. For example, 

1x1 

"=~w^=Ux*+n^+Uzl (3'2) 

With this ordering of the vertices, the outward side of the facet is denoted as the front 

face and the opposite side as the back face. If a plane wave is incident from an angle 

(0h $•) propagating towards the origin, then its propagation vector is given by 

&i=-r = -(* sin dt cos fc + y sin Gt sin fa + z cos 0t) = ~(xut + yvt + zwt) (3.3) 

where (M,-, v,-, w,-) are the x, y and z direction cosines, respectively, and r the radial unit 

vector from the origin to the source at (0t,fa). It is a simple matter to determine 

whether the front face is illuminated or not by performing the test 

-kt*n>0 (3.4) 

The total area of the facet, A, can be computed from a vector relationship between edges 

(3.5) A=l- 
2 

lxxi3 

In order to simplify integration over the surface of a triangle, normalized area 

coordinates (also known as simplex or natural coordinates) are used. Consider an 

integration point P located on the plate at (xP,yP,zP). Its position vector is 

rP =xPx+yPy + ZpZ (3.6) 

and 

Pl=rP-rh   P2=rP-h>   P3=rP- r3 (3.7) 
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Sub-areas of the total facet area can be defined, from which normalized area coordinates 

are computed 

r_A     £-A     „-A. 
^~A'   ^     A'    n     A 

(3.8) 

Since £ + £ + 77 = 1 because Al+A1+Ai= A, then £ = 1 - £ • -ri, and 

ll-?7 

ff^P = 2Af  frf^ty (3.9) 

A               0 0 

B.       INCIDENT AND SCATTERED FIELDS 

In general, the incident field is of the form 

Et={Ej + Ej)e-*>* 

Zo 

(3.10) 

where Z0 is the impedance of free space and ki = kkt, (k = 
In 

T ).  The physical optics 

approximation for the surface current flowing on the facet is 

Js =2nxHl =^-nx(Ei,e-Ej)eikh (3.11) 
0 

where, for convenience, a variable h has been defined 

h = rP»rt = XpUt + yPvt + zPWi (3.12) 

The scattered field is found using the radiation integral 

s-="f: *-*$***' (3.13) 

where 
g = rP «r = xPu+ yPv + zPw (3.14) 
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Note that for the monostatic case 

g=h 

The scattered field is written as 

E = jk _. jkr 

iTLT 
[nxJE^-EjJjje^^ds, 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

POLARIZATION           A 
FACTOR, PF *  

=/, 

It is not possible to obtain an exact closed form result for the integral. However, 

given that the incident wavefront is plane and known at the facet vertices, the amplitude 

and phase at interior integration points can be found by interpolation. Then the integrand 

can be expanded using a Taylor series, and each term integrated to give a closed form 

result. Usually a small number of terms (on the order of 5) will give a sufficiently 

accurate approximation for the integral. 

Using the notation of [Ref. 5], define 

Ic=\\cc{U)ejD<:{ri^dr1dZ 

where 

For a unit amplitude plane wave 

Similarly, 

Et =l^Cp=Cg=0,Co=l 

Dc(Tj,0 = Dprj + Dj + D0 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

where 

Dp = *[(*! -x3)u + (y{ - y3)v + (Zl -z3)w] 
Dq = k[(x2 ~x3)u + (y2 -y3)v + {z2-Z3)w] 
D0 = k\x3u + y3v + z3w] 

16 
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Now the integral is given by 

Ic=2AejD°- JD, Cn 

Dp(Dq-Dp) 
JDc -eJ    9 

c„ 
Dq(Dq-Dp) 

C 
D*DP 

(3.22) 

To avoid the numerical problems that occur near the singularities (denominators near 

zero), the following special cases are used: 

Case 1: Dr 

h = 

<Lt and 

2Ae 

D, >Lt 

AePo   ~  (jDpY \-C0 | 

jDq    n=0     n\    \n + \ 
ejD«C0G(n-Dq)\ 

Case 2: D, <Lt and D, <Lt 

JD0 
OO CO 

Ic=2AeJ"° 2   X 
C0(;D>(/D9)" 

„=0/n=0      (m + n + 2)\ 

Case 3: Z>, >Z^ and D, <Lf 

n=0     n!     ln + 1 
G(n + l,-£>p) 

Case 4: D, 

h = 

>Lt, Dq\>Lt,md Dq-Dp\<Lt 

2AeJ°o   - (jDp-jDqY 

JDq     n=0 «! 

e^C 
-C0G(n,£>g) + -^ 

* n + 1 

The function G is defined by 

G(n,}0 = jV ejrsds 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

There is recursive relationship that is efficient for finding G for higher values of n 

G(n,r) = eJY-nG{n-hr\n>l 
jy 

(3.28) 
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and 

G(0,y) = 
JY 

(3.29) 

C.       COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS 

In general, the local facet coordinate system will not be aligned with the global 

coordinate system. A series of transformations must be performed in order to obtain the 

required relationships between the local and global coordinate variables and unit vectors. 

Figure 3 shows a facet with arbitrary orientation. The global coordinates are (x,y,z) and 

the local coordinates are (x",y",z"). Figure 4 shows that the z" axis is aligned with the 

facet normal. Also, the figure shows a right triangle facet with the x" and y" axes 

aligned with the triangle edges, however, the transformation can be applied to any 

arbitrary facet that lies in the x" - y" plane. 

ROTATED 
TILTED 

Figure 3. Facet with Arbitrary Orientation 
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Figure 4. Facet Rotation Angles 

The double-primed variables can be obtained by a series of two rotations of the 

global coordinate variables. The first is a rotation about the z axis by an angle a as 

shown in Figure 5. The resulting coordinate axes are referred to as (x',y',z'). The 

rotation angle is a= atm2(ny,nx) (atan2 is the MATLAB arctangent function that gives 

the proper quadrant).   The second rotation is by an angle ß = cos- (z • n) about the y 

axis, illustrated in Figure 6. 

z,z 

*■ y 

y 

\(x 
a 

-*-x 

Figure 5. First Rotation by an Angle a about the z axis. 
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y>y 

J ->* 

Figure 6. Second Rotation by an Angle ß about the / axis. 

The transformation matrices are determined from geometry: 

X cos a sin a 0 X 

y = -sin or cos ör 0 y 
f 

z _ 0 0 1 _z 

r 

(3.30) 

"cosß   0 -sin/ö 
0      1 0 

sin/?   0 cos/? 
(3.31) 

The double overbar denotes a matrix. Therefore, 

r  *~\ r-     -i 
X   X 

tf 

y z=T"T' y 
ff \_z J \_z] 

(3.32) 

The same transformation matrix holds for the unit vectors 

r *»~\ r A-i 
X   X 
*fr 

y = T"T' y 
*.fr 

\_z \ _z_ 
(3.33) 
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and the direction cosines 

u u 
If 

V = T"T' V 
IT w w 

(3.34) 

The direction cosines are 

u = sm8cos0 
v = sin#sin0 
w = cos6 

(3.35) 

and 
u = smt? cos^ 

H /-iff    •        ill v =smt/ sm^ 
w =cos8 

(3.36) 

These quantities can be either incident angles (subscript "z") or observation angles 

(subscript "/?")• For the monostatic case both are equal and subscripts are not required. 

D.       PHYSICAL OPTICS CURRENT 

The components of the surface current in terms of the local cartesian coordinate 

variables are from [Ref. 6] 

Js = 
Eig. cos 0" cos f    Eif cos 0" sin f 

and 

Jyr 

2R+Z„ cos 8"     2R cos 0" + Z„ 

2R + Z„ cos 0"     2R. cos 0" + Z„ 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

where Rs is the surface resistivity. When Rs = 0 (|T| = 1), the surface is a perfect 

electric conductor. As Rs —> °° the surface becomes transparent (|r| —» 0). Defining the 

transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) reflection coefficients as 
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-Z0cos9" 
1 TM = 1II = ■ " TM 

"TE - r± 

2Rs+Z0cosd" 

2Rscos9" + Z0 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

allows the surface current components to be expressed as 

JX' = 
Ei9.cosf^ t Eirsin</>\ ' 

Z          »          Z          x 
o                                    o 

Jf = 
Ei9.smf^    E^cosf^ ' 

Z        »         Z         x 

n" 
COS 6/ 

costf" 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

The spherical polar angles are known from the direction cosines 

sinfly = V(t/f+(<)2 

i 
tan <p" = arctan 

(3.43) 
' v  ^ 

Ku J 

In the bistatic case, the incident angles are used in the above formulas. 

E.       DIFFUSE CALCULATION 

Models may have a rough surface due to irregularities or material imperfection. 

Surface roughness introduces path differences relative to a smooth surface and thus 

contribute a diffuse scattering component to the RCS that is added to the coherent 

component. The random deviation of the surface results in diffuse scattering which 

yields a relatively angle dependent term to the RCS. First we assume that the surface 

deviation resemble a Gaussian shape as shown in Figure 7. The extent of the Gaussian 

shape is characterized by a correlation distance C (inmeters), which is the average 

distance at which deviations become uncorrelated. A large correlation distance implies a 
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slowly varying surface error, whereas  a small correlation distance is associated with a 

rapidly varying error.   The variance of the irregularities is denoted as S (or standard 

deviation as 8) as illustrated in Figure 8. 

Rough Surfi 

Gaussian Approximation 

Figure 7. Gaussian Approximation of Rough Surface From [Ref. 1] 

Changes slowly with 

►    x 

Changes rapidly with x 

VU/V*^**^ 
Figure 8. Correlation Distance, (a) Large Correlation Distance, 

(b) Small Correlation Distance From [Ref. 1] 

In the PO calculation, surface roughness is approximated by defining values for 

correlation distance and standard deviation. The average value of the RCS is 

approximately [Ref. 7] 

<*a~ =—;—cos20e ~ ave 22 

Ak2ö2nC2       \   CVsin20 
—-Ä—exp1 T— 

(3.44) 
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where A is the area of the facet and 6 is measured from the normal. This value is 

simply added to the specular term 

° total  =Vpo+Crave (3.45) 
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F.   THE SCATTERED FIELD OF A COLLECTION OF FACETS 

An arbitrary target can be approximated by a collection of triangular facets. 

Equation 3.16 must be evaluated for all facets, and the polarization factors and coordinate 

systems may differ for each facet. However, the integral over all facets will have the 

form of equation 3.17. To obtain the scattered field of the array of facets the following 

procedure is used: 

1. The incident field is specified in the global coordinates: angle of incidence 

(0i,0i) and polarization {Eid,Ei(p). 

2. For each facet (indexed from c = l,2,...,7Vc) the incident field is 

transformed to the local facet coordinate system. Also the angle of incidence is 

determined in the local facet coordinate system. 

3. The physical optics current is computed using the incident magnetic field, and 

the radiation integral evaluated over the facet surface to obtain the scattered field 

components (Es@",Es(p"). 

4. The scattered field components are transformed back to the global coordinate 

system, thereby obtaining (ESQ,ES<J,) for each facet. 

5. All of the Nc transformed scattered field components are superimposed 

(vector summed) to obtain the total scattered field in the observation direction. 

6. The RCS is computed from the total scattered field from equation (2.3). 

A flow diagram of the procedure for the monostatic calculation is shown in Figure 9. For 

a bistatic calculation, the current does not have to be recomputed for each observation 

angle because the incident angle, and hence current, is fixed. [Ref. 8] 
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READ 
COORDINATES 
AND FACETS 

PLOT 
GEOMETRY 

►      INITIALIZE PARAMETERS 

EDGE VECTORS, NORMALS 
AND AREAS 

«,/?FOR EACH FACET 

0,<z>LOOP 

DIRECTION COSINES, (u,v,w) 

fefl.^i*)-» \EizEix^iy,Eiz) 

c = lNc 

COMPUTE T',7'AND 

(E^E^E^) {u"y,w") {e\f) 

TL,T\\ AND/«-,/«,' 

Ic AND Esx',Esy',Esz- 

TRANSFORM TO GET Esx,Esy,Esz 

AND ACCUMULATE SUMS 

CALCULATE RCS AND dBsm 

PLOTTING AND OTHER 
POSTPROCESSING 

Figure 9. Flow Chart for Computing Monostatic RCS of an Array of Facets 
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IV.    THE POFACETS GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

POFACETS is a graphical user interface (GUI) radar cross section (RCS) 

prediction code based on the physical optics (PO) approximation and implemented in 

MATLAB. It is accurate when the target is large in terms of wavelength. Scattering 

objects are approximated by arrays of triangles (facets) and superposition is used to 

compute the total RCS of the model object as described in Chapter III. Multiple 

reflections are not included. The GUI consists of three modules: (1) Design Model, (2) 

Calculate Monostatic RCS, and (3) Calculate Bistatic RCS. 

Design Model provides a convenient way of modeling a complex object or loading 

and editing a previously designed model. The geometry of the model is defined using 

two sets of data. The first set defines the x,y,z coordinates of the vertices. The second 

set of data defines the component triangular facets of the object, their nodes, and 

illumination and resistivity characteristics. 

Calculate Monostatic RCS computes the total radar cross section of the target using 

a monostatic radar (co-located transmitter and receiver). The scattered field of each 

triangle is computed as if it was isolated and other triangles were not present. Multiple 

reflections, edge diffraction and surface waves are not included. Shadowing is 

approximately included by considering a facet to be completely illuminated or 

completely shadowed by the incident wave. Options for defining the roughness of the 

surface are available. 
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Calculate Bistatic RCS computes the total radar cross section of the target using a 

bistatic radar (transmitter and receiver at different locations). The incidence direction is 

fixed and the observation direction changes. 

To run the POFACETS GUI, the user must first run MATLAB and set the path or 

directory to where the POFACETS code is stored. This may be done in two ways. The 

first is by using the File Menu and selecting Set Path. This displays the Path Browser 

window and from here click on the Browse button. In the Browse for Folder window, 

select the folder where POFACETS is located then click the OK button. The second 

method is by using the change directory command at the MATLAB command prompt to 

where the code is stored such as cd c:\?ofacets. After setting the path or directory, typing 

pofacets at the command line will execute the GUI as shown in Figure 10. A brief 

explanation of the POFACETS GUI may be obtained if the user clicks on the Help 

button, which displays the POFACETS Help GUI as shown in Figure 11. 
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RCS PREDICTION USING PHYSICAL OPTICS APPROXIMATION p~a 

POFACETS v2JS 

by 
Stoao.E. Gäzrido Jr. ardDdnclC. Jean 

Design Model Create a new target geometry or load 
and edit a preisiausly designed model. 

Calculate Monostatic RCS Compute the mono static radar cross 
section of me model 

fCaicalale Ststatie ■ RCS1 Compute the bistatic radar cross! 
section of me model. 

Close liiiK 

Figure 10. POFACETS Main GUI 
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POFACETS Help 

POFACETS is a MAT1AB graphical user interface (GOB radar cross 
section prediction (RCS) code based on the physical optics (PO) 
approximation method It is accurate for relatively high, frequencies. 
Scattering objects are approximated by arrays of triangles (facets) 
and superposition is used to compute the total RCS of the model 
object. 

Design Model provides a convenient way of modeling a complex object 
or to load and/or edit a previously designed and saved model. Hie 
geometry of the model is denned using two sets of data. The first 
set defines fee syz coordinates of the vertices. The second set of 
data defines the component triangular facets of the object, its nodes, 
illumination and resistivity characteristics. 

alculate Monostatic RCS computes the total radar cross section of 
the target using a monostatic radar (co-located transmitter and receiver). 
Ehe scattered field of each triangle is computed as if it were isolated 
and other triangles were not present.   Multiple reflections, edge 
diffraction and surface waves are not included.  Shadowing is approidmatelv 

EHU 

Close 

Figure 11. POFACETS Help GUT 

A.       DESIGNING AND PLOTTING A MODEL 

To illustrate the Design Model module of the GUI, we will design the AIM-9 

Sidewinder missile shown below in Figure 12 by modeling it with the set of coordinates 

in Table 1 and facet configuration in Table 2. 

Figure 12. ATM-9 Sidewinder from [Ref. 9] 
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Vertex # X(m) Y(m) Z(m) Vertex # X(m) Y(m) Z(m) 

1 0.000 0.000 0.00 20 -0.250 0.065 0.150 

2 0.130 0.000 0.00 21 -0.250 0.065 0.000 

3 0.130 0.130 0.00 22 0.065 0.000 0.000 

4 0.000 0.130 0.00 23 0.065 0.000 0.200 

5 0.000 0.000 2.57 24 0.065 -0.250 0.150 

6 0.130 0.000 2.57 25 0.065 -0.250 0.000 

7 0.130 0.130 2.57 26 0.130 0.065 2.200 

8 0.000 0.130 2.57 27 0.130 0.065 2.400 

9 0.065 0.065 2.87 28 0.380 0.065 2.200 

10 0.130 0.065 0.00 29 0.065 0.130 2.200 

11 0.130 0.065 020 30 0.130 0.065 2.400 

12 0.380 0.065 015 31 0.065 0.380 2.200 

13 0.380 0.065 0.00 32 0.000 0.065 2.200 

14 0.065 0.130 0.000 33 0.000 0.065 2.400 

15 0.065 0.130 0.200 34 -0.380 0.065 2.200 

16 0.065 0.385 0.150 35 0.065 0.000 2.200 

17 0.065 0.385 0.000 36 0.065 0.000 2.400 

18 0.000 0.065 0.000 37 0.065 -0.380 2.200 

19 0.000 0.065 0.200 

Table 1. AIM-9 Sidewinder Coordinate Set 
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Facet # Nodel Node 2 Node 3 Illumination Normalized 
Resistivity 

1 3 2 1 

2 1 4 3 

3 3 7 6 

4 6 2 3 

5 4 8 7 

6 7 3 4 

7 4 1 5 

8 5 8 4 

9 2 6 5 

10 5 1 2 

11 2 9 6 

12 8 9 7 

13 5 9 8 

14 5 6 9 

15 10 11 12 0 

16 12 13 10 0 

17 16 15 14 0 

18 14 17 16 0 

19 20 19 18 0 

20 18 21 20 0 

21 22 23 24 0 

22 24 25 22 0 

23 26 27 28 0 

24 29 31 30 0 

25 32 34 33 0 

26 35 36 37 0 

Table 2. AIM-9 Sidewinder Facet Configuration 
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To design a new object, the user clicks on the Design Model button of Figure 10. 

This displays the Design Model Coordinates GUI shown in Figure 13. 

■*     DESIGN MODEL Coordinates l-l-ix 
Re 

Number of Vertices:  j    3               c/^»ip-  i—i— 
VERTEX COORDINATES (m)                                      ! 

vSXY                   Z                  vSX                   Y                    2 

<".*% y ~-r,M-A :;                              ~*C0<^' Close Help 

Figure 13. Design Model Coordinates GUI 

The Number of Vertices is initially disabled but selecting File \ New in the menu 

will enable this box to accept an entry. Since the Sidewinder example has 37 vertices, we 

enter this number in the appropriate box and the GUI generates the corresponding 

number of editable text boxes (all initialized to zero) to accommodate the Cartesian 

coordinates of the model as well as enable the Apply button to check all the individual 

coordinates later.   Entering the coordinates correctly and clicking on the Apply button 
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displays the Coordinate Status GUI (Figure 14) and after clicking the OK button, enables 

the Design Facets button and the active GUI should now look like Figure 15. 

'#• Coordinate Status ana 
« valid, press Design Facets button. 

OK 

Figure 14, Coordinate Status GUI 

DESI6N MODEL Coordinates 
:Fife 

v« 

3lumBier ofVertices:  I    W 
VERTEX COORDINATES (m) 

ivt 

FT 

x 
'Seated 

0.13 

0.13 0.13: 

0.1; 

0.13 ; 

0.13; 

257 

257 

0.13 257 

0.1: 257 

0.0S5; 0.065: 237 

...0.13. . 0.0S5.: 

0.13 a065; 0.2 

0.38' O0S5! 0.15 

0.38: 0.OS5: 

0.0S5 0.13 

0.065: 0.13: 0.2 

0.055 : 0.385! 0.15 

0.055 0.385 

0.065 

0.0S5 \ 0.2 

•0.25; 0.085" 0.15: 

nr r -0.25 - 0.0S5 

0.0S5 0 

0.065: 

0.065 •0.25: 

0.065' •a25; 

TK 

W 

ai3: 0.0S5; 

o.i3; a065: 

0.38 0.065 : 

0.0S5: 0.13 

0.055: .0.13; 

0.065 0.38' 

0.065 

0.OS5: 

■ass 0.0S5 

0.065 

0.065 

0.085. •0.38; 

Design Haeets? Apply iGfose'- 

m 

0.2 

0.15 

22 

24 

2.2 

22 

.24; 

22: 

22 

240 

22 

JL  L 22 

24 

22 

tÄ; 

Figure 15. Design Model Coordinates GUI with Vertices of the Sidewinder 
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Clicking the Design Facets button of Figure 15 will display the Design Model 

Facets GUI as shown in Figure 16, which is ready to accept the number of facets 

parameter. 

|*    DESIGN MODEL Facets                                                                                            1EB 

Number of Facets "1    i                Set^önftiflianmatioa:  j<-    -/j Setuaifor»resisöntv:j   C 
"!          FACET CONFIGURATION1*  ~i 

facet #   ncdel    noc'e2    nodes     ilym       fts         facet*  nccäel    nodeZ    nodes      i!«m       Rs 

\'JA""C l\\Cdt\ Ar.,'".:* Close Help'       j 

Figure 16. Design Model Facets GUI 

The Set uniform illumination and Set uniform resistivity uicontrols are initially 

disabled. Inputting a value for the number of facets, in this case 26 (based on Table 2), 

enables these functions to be set by the user. The GUI generates the corresponding 

number of boxes for the user to define the nodes,  illumination  and resistivity 

characteristics for each of the sequenced component facet number, and the Apply button 
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is enabled. The nodes and illumination values are then encoded using the data in Table 2. 

The illumination parameter specifies whether both sides of a facet are illuminated by the 

incident wave. If Hum = 0 both sides of the plate are illuminated (e.g., a fin or a wing); 

if Hum = 1 only the outer face is illuminated (e.g., a fuselage). The normalized resistivity 

RJ311 is used to define the resistivity characteristics of the model surface. For 

example, to conveniently define the entire missile skin to have an impedance of 377 

ohms, uniform resistivity is set to 1 and it will be noted that the resistivity values for all 

the facets are accordingly set in the Rs column. Pressing the Apply button displays the 

Facet Configuration Status GUI (Figure 17) if there are no errors and subsequently 

clicking the OK button enables the View Model button and the active GUI should now 

look like Figure 18. 

•<#> Facet Configuration Status M 
Aiä nodes, illumination, and resistivity values va&d. Click View Mode! 
button. 

OK 

Figure 17. Facet Configuration Status GUI 

To visualize the model comprised of its triangular components, the plot may be 

seen by clicking the View Model button, which displays the Model Geometry GUI as 

shown in Figure 19. 
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DESIGN MODEL Facets rrm 
Naraber »f facets flT »t «dtofflwa^^jö^ :&t rafei^Mvity: 

f FACET CONHGÜRATIOS1   -1 

focet*   nodal   rtodg    noät3:   Kiiten   : te .     iaett# nodel   nadtg    i»tfiS :   itart Ss: 

«o: 
rTTT 
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i .1 
rr 
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rr 
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20 

j     0      /: 
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~  j v%..:?l 22 : L .0 

2S   :■ j 27... j 28    j   0 

32  . 1  34.. 1 33    I   0 „ 

35~I..35...": 1 37     I   0 

"5fi^MoM üjfpir Close He':? 

Figure 18. Design Model Facets GUI with Facet Configuration of the Sidewinder 

MODEL GEOMETRY 
nie 
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2- .--I 

!.5;, ..--: 

■'.-1> ,..; 

0.5, ,.-•: 
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Triangular Surface of New Model 

LZ3L1 
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Set Viewpoint I 
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P ::QöÄWäSs>Fä68ts 

(7 MocfeS Seometry 

Print   I 

Close 1    Help 

Figure 19. Model Geometry GUI 
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1.        Help GUIs 

A number of Help GUIs are available to provide the user valuable assistance in 

working with the Design Model module. The three Help GUIs may be viewed by 

clicking on the Help buttons of the Design Model Coordinates, Design Model Facets, and 

the Model Geometry GUIs to display Figures 20, 21 and 22, respectively. 

#    Design Model Coordinates Heb 

Model Coordinates GDI designs the geometry of tile complex object by 
defining fee xyz coordinates of the vertices. Coordinates of the 
vertices have to be sequential and are measured in meters. For example, 
the first vertex located at the origin is represented as 1 0 0 0 and 
die second vertex measuring fiSy meters in the y-axis from me origin 
is represented as   2 0 50 0. 

Scale - The model size may be scaled by indicating a positive number 
that the object dimensions are to be multiplied with. 

Menu - From the Fie Menu, ■user may select New to design a New Model 
or Open to load and edit the coordinates and facet configuration of 
a of a previously designed model 

Design Facets - displays me Graphical User Interface for defining 
the node components of the model's triangular facets and setting its 
illumination and resistivity characteristics. 

Apply.- checks the validity of ail the encoded parameters in the user 
<J  '    •     • }►' 

"Closed 

Figure 20. Design Model Coordinates Help GUI 
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Design Model Facets Help 

Design Model Facets configures the geometry of the object by defining 
an array of triangular components or facets comprising the model. The 
facets are described using a facet number,-which by default is 
sequential. Each facet is defined by three nodes or vertices, and äs 
illumination and resistivity characteristics. 

Nodes - Entries in the nodes (node!, nods2, and node3) represent the 
vertex numbers defining the facet. The nodes comprising the facet 
should be ordered in a right-hand or counter clockwise sense where 
the normal to the facet is the direction of Summation. 

Mumination (2um) - Tne illumination value is 0 if the facet is 
allowed to be illuminated from both sides and 1 if the facet will 
only be illuminated from one side. 

Resistant? (Rs) - The resistivity of the facet is normalized to the 
free space value of 377 ohms, if surface Rs = 0, then the facet is a 
perfect electric conductor (PEC); when Rs is infinity (inpractice, 
several thousand) the facet is transparent. 

\M 

m 
Close 

Figure 21. Design Model Facets Help GUI 

>    Model Geometry Help 

The plot of the Model Geometry is a scaled version of the design 
defined by the coordinates and the facets configuration. 

Label Vertices - is a function that plots the model geometry showing 
the vertex numbers as defined in the Design Target Model-Coordinates 
GUI 

Label Paces - is a function that plots the model geometry showing the 
facet or triangle number as defined by the nodes in the Design Target 
Model - Facets. 

Grid On/Off- is a function that plots or clears the axis area of the 
model geometry figure of grid lines to enhance visualization of the 
model. 

Print Fibs - this function prints a hard copy of the coordinates/facets 
data and/or the model geometry as selected 

rrerei 

Close - closes the GDI figure. 
v [ 

Close; 

Figure 22. Model Geometry Help GUI 
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2.        Status GUIs 

Displaying several Status GUIs have been incorporated in the code to draw user 

attention to specific part of the GUI requiring action. For the Design Model Coordinates 

GUI, an error in the Number of Vertices entered will display the status shown in Figure 

23. Likewise, since the Design Model Coordinates GUI can initially accommodate a 

maximum of 40 vertices only, exceeding this limit will display Figure 24. Meanwhile, 

encoding an invalid Scale value will show Figure 25. 

'+ Number of Vertices Status 13 

o Piease check the number of vertices entered! 

OK 

Figure 23. Number of Vertices Status GUI 

-'/'■ Maximum Number of Vertces 3113 
|\    Design can handle up to 40 vertices only! 

WM: 

Figure 24. Maximum Number of Vertices Status GUI 

-# Scale Status 

O Please check scale of vertices entered. 

:«::: 

Figure 25. Scale Status GUI 
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The user is advised of erroneous entries on the coordinates with the display of 

Figures 26a to c, while a valid set of coordinates is ascertained by Figure 26d. 

■-* Coordinate Status rua 

© Please cfteck'Cöördtnate entered.!; 

OK 

(a) 

•# Coordinate Status 

o Error in coordinate(s) entere* Change 
999999 is cSspteyed. 

ilii 

233 
of ccorcinate^sj v-tiere 

(b) 

-4 Coordinate Status rnrü 

o Duplicate vertex coordinates! 

OK 

(C) 

-# Coordinate Status 

Coordinates valid, press Design Facets button. 

OK 

(d) 

Figure 26. Coordinate Status GUIs, (a) Invalid Coordinate, (b) Uncorrected Erroneous 
Coordinate, (c) Duplicate Set of Coordinates, (d) Valid Set of Coordinates 
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For the Design Mode! Facets GUI, an error in the Number of Facets entered will 

display Figure 27. Likewise, since the GUI can initially accommodate a maximum of 40 

facets only, exceeding this limit will display Figure 28. Meanwhile, encoding an invalid 

resistivity value for a particular facet will show Figure 29. 

-4 Number of Facets Status Q3S1 

© Please check number of facets entered. 

OK 

Figure 27. Number of Facets Status GUI 

-# Maximum Number of Facets -j^lxj 

/1\    Des'Sn can handle up to 40 facets only! 

OK 

Figure 28. Maximum Number of Facets GUI 

'* Uniform Resistivity Status mu o Please enter resistivity value normalized to 377 ohms. 

v'OK- 

Figure 29. Uniform Resistivity Status GUI 

The user is advised of erroneous entries in the configuration of the facet(s) with 

messages shown in Figures 30a to f and encoding valid parameters is ascertained by 

Figure 30g. 
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"* Node Status Ef 

© Please check node number entered. 

OK 

(a) 

-* Node Status 33 

o Duplicate nodes for the same facet number! 

OK 

(b) 

"4- Node Status 

o Error in node(s), iiiumii 
where 9999 is 

3aa 
or resistivity entered! Correct entries 

-OR- 

(C) 

-# Node Status ZEEi 

© Duplicate set of nodes for at least 2 facets!: 

CK 

(d) 

Figure 30. Facet Configuration Status GUIs, (a) Invalid Node, (b) Duplicate Nodes, 
(c) Uncorrected Erroneous Node, (d) Duplicate Set of Nodes 
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•* Facet Illumination Status 

© 
333 

Enter a value of 1 if one side or 0 if both sides will be illuminated. 

OK 

(e) 

*4- Facet Resistivity Status 33 

o Please enter resistivity value normalized to 377 ohms. 

OK 

(0 
-* Facet Configuration Status 3xj 

All nodes, ajranation, and resistivity values valid. Click View Model 
button. 

OK 

(g) 

Figure 30 (continued). Facet Configuration Status GUIs, (e) Invalid Illumination Value, 
(f) Invalid Facet Resistivity, (g) Valid Facet Configuration 

3.        Model Geometry GUI Functionalities 

The Model Geometry GUI shown in Figure 19 provides some functionalities to 

enhance user visualization of the model object and to verify correctness of node and facet 

designation. These include plotting the vertex/facet numbers with the object or the grid 

lines by selecting any or all of the following checkboxes: Label Vertices, Label Faces, 

and Grid, respectively. Selecting the Coordinates/Facets and Model Geometry 

checkboxes and clicking on the Print button will generate a hard copy of the coordinates 

and facets data. 
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4.        Saving the Model Files 

The model's file is composed of two sets of data, coordinate set and facet 

configuration. However, to save a model only the filename is required. To save the 

Sidewinder example, click on File | Save As ... from the menu and this displays the New 

File GUI shown in Figure 31. We enter the filename Sidewinder and click on the Save 

button. The program saves the files and confirms the action to the user by displaying the 

File Saved GUI shown in Figure 32. Inadvertently specifying a filename that already 

exists in the list of models will prompt the user to overwrite said file with the Replace 

File GUI shown in Figure 33. 

I ■#    Save As HMH-irlxi 

-"^i 

LONG BOX                                         m 

;£.- 

BOX 
VTAIL 
PLATE 
BRICK 
CHUCK .     .z\ 

1 File name: Save 

1 Sidewinder) Cancel 

Fi£ure31. New File GUI 

File Saved E33 
=~1 Sidewinder mode! saved! 

0K; 

Figure 32. File Saved GUI 
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Save As cm 
c:^pofacetstaodelsU.ONG_BOX already exists. 
Do you want to replace it? 

Yes No 

Figure 33. Replace File GUI 

5.        Editing an Existing Model 

To edit an existing model, its set of data needs to be retrieved and displayed 

before editing or scaling can proceed. This is accomplished by clicking on the File | 

Open menu of the Design Model Coordinates GUI (Figure 10) which displays the Open 

Model File GUI shown in Figure 34. Suppose we would like to edit the VTAIL model. 

We select it among the listed file names and click the Open button. This action performs 

a series of operations that will display its data set and the model plot as shown in Figure 

35. 

| -#   Open Model File ^H^Hki H\X\ 

::'/ ::.> =iiejsiame: -. 

'■^ÖpävSäft 

m: 

LONG BOX 
BOX 

■'•*■ 

%(&:  '.iCÄfep::;:^ 

:VTAIL                 m 
PLATE 
BRICK 
CHUCK 
DART ■zl 

;#;:;;- .-^v.-      :\    : 

Figure 34. Open Model File GUI 
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DESIGN MODEL Facets .'fctxj 

DESIGN MODEL Co«<Snates jack»   floitel  ftttd« 
•    FACET C0SFIO3RATI0N'   —* 
nacfc3     Ham    :  Rs   :     £>tgt«  ftade£   notfeg    wxftg      flaw        R- 

VTKL Num&ef of Vertices: }"•• 
VERTEX COORDBJftTESÖn) 

z      ; .._.<«_ ^ 
r ■» 

rr 
FT 

78.00S3   r 10.5384 

S7.S2S7 ;15,34Si  T 

S7.S2S7   [     15.3454 

|... -S2.1-.Sj. 

j     -72.7377 .1     22.4513    f 

1     -727377   I . -22.Ä513    j" 

! i. r •oo 

FT 

I .-£«65. 
i 20.7915 
| -14.0314 

i 1CS.S03 

18.3303   1        .     0 

S0.0SS7   I     12738$ 
32.34%:  J     12.8313 

|     2S.SSS7 :.~2S.S172 

34,5519   |~~STUTT  j     27.2113 

r24055   |    -l^SOCS T 
2C.7915 ; |    :90.0SS7 

[IT 1    -14.03H   j    -9234SS   1     12S313 

I     105.903   |   .-2S.8SS7 : J .  .20.5172 

94.5513 :: I    -31.3371    f~Wzm, 

1 

MODEL GEOMETRY n~m 
«T 

Tnar.guäsf Surface of WAIL Mode! 

ISO. 

:,50, 

fl- 

■-50, 

P Labet Vertices 

f Label Faces 

T Grid 

Azim:    :   | -37.5 

ES« (d*s) 30:, 

Set Viewpoint j 

FILES 

P CaorttnstesJfaeets 

P Mode! ©eomewj: 

Print  | 

Figure 35. Displayed VTAIL File 

At this point, the user may click on any of the three overlapping GUIs to make it 

active and edit the pertinent data. The different Status GUIs mentioned earlier will guide 

the user throughout the use of the interface. 

B.       CALCULATING THE MONOSTATIC RCS 

1.        Smooth PEC Model 

To compute the Monostatic RCS of a model object, the user clicks on the 

Calculate Monostatic RCS button of the POFACETS Main GUI (Figure 10). This clears 

the screen of other GUIs (except the Main GUI) and brings up the Calculate Monostatic 

RCS GUI with default values and parameters shown in Figure 36. 
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m CALCULATE MONOSTATIC RCS 

Model Name: 

HE 

A 

BRICK 
CHUCK 
DART 
LONC-_BOX 
PLATE 
Sidewinder 
UTA2 
VTAL 

Theta Phi 

Starting Angle    [~~Ö      deg     j~~G      c-e3 

Ending Angis 350 

increment Angie      3 

deg 

deg 

0 deg 

deg 

Zi 
Load File 

Surface Roughness 

Correfefion Djst(mS:f   rj 

Standard Dev, (m): I0 

Computational Parameters 

Taylor Series 

."length of Region:       0.05 

^Number of Terms: 5 

ncident Polarization 

JTheta fiTC-z) jj 

Frequency-:       0.3 

Print Close Kelp 

Figure 36. Calculate Monostatic RCS GUI 

For this case, we will calculate the monostatic RCS of a closed box model with a 

smooth surface, measuring 100 meters on each side and which is made of perfect electric 

conductor (PEC) material. Since this is a closed form object, only the outer face will be 

illuminated and all the facets will have a uniform illumination of 1. We further assume 

that the incident wave is #-polarized (TM- z), the frequency of interest 15 MHz and we 

would like the RCS measured at <p = 0° plane while varying 6 from 0 to 360 degrees to 

get a view of the model RCS around its sides. 

Setting up the GUI with the parameters mentioned should result in the Calculate 

Monostatic RCS GUI that looks like Figure 37 and the RCS plot shown in Figure 38. 
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Two computational parameters that may be varied are the Taylor Series Region and the 

Number of Terms in the Taylor Series. See [Ref. 5] for details on how these parameters 

affect the accuracy and computation time. In general, the default values give good 

results with relatively fast run times. Also, a two-dimensional contour can be generated 

by setting 8 values from 0 to 90, the d> values from 0 to 360, increment angle to 2 

degrees, and the resulting computation of the monostatic RCS is shown in Figure 39. 

+[ CALCULATE MONOSTATIC RCS 

Model Name: 
"3 

s 
BRICK 
CHUCK 
DART 
LONG_BOX 
PLATE 
Sidewinder 
UTA2 
VTAIL 

3 
IszüFie' 

Sorfaee Roughness 

CorreJäSoaDist.£m):|   0 

Standard DOT. (m):|   0 

Calculate-RCS 

3H 

Theta 

cfeg 

deg 

Phi 

.::;.:,dSgV: 
:; 

öeg 

Starting Angle    ]    ° 1     ° 
Ending .Angle     1 360 1     ° 
Increment Angle 1    2 1     1 

Computational Parameters 

Taylor Series 

Length of Region:     i 0-05 

Number of Terms: i 

incident Polarization 

f Theta (TM-z) jj  " 

^Frequency; ■   0.015 

■grifft1' ;:Gtosi:: Help 

Figure 37. Calculate Monostatic RCS GUI for Smooth PEC Box Model 
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■*   MONOSTATIC RCS 
, Fife   Etft   Tods   Window   Heap 

-target: BOX solid: theia ■    -dsshsfr. phi      phs=Q    wave (m): 20 

m 

<100 150 200 250 300 350' 
Monostatic Angle, theia (deg)     ' p^'  j     cicseV| 

Figure 38. Monostatic RCS of Smooth PEC Box Model 

MONOSTATIC RCS 

sffe   EÄ   Tools ;Window v-Heip 
3H 

RCS-thetaofBQX 
.:1 

-1 

A^V I      ' , 

••'•,• ■ — 

' .-^ 

i.;,"»-:^K'J: -J®c    •        ... 

'%,^2s .-" 

-1 -ET 

W 

40 : 
1 

30       °-8 

20 »; 

TO' 

m.4 ■ 

tm ■ 

0 

•-20' 

RCS-phiofBOX 

■ r>r~- u 

••40 

30 

20 

l 10 

Print GlosS" 

Figure 39. Contour Plot of Smooth PEC Box Model 
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RCS-theta is specified as Gee (#polarized incident wave and 6 polarized receiver). 

This is the co-polarized component. RCS-phi is o<pe (# polarized incident wave and <j) 

polarized receiver). The latter is the cross-polarized component. In this particular 

example, it happens to be at a level below the specific threshold in the code. 

2. Model with Surface Impedance 

An object coated with a radar absorbing material or having a skin made of 

resistive material may be approximated by defining its surface to have an impedance 

value. Equations 3.37 and 3.38 describes the components of the surface current at the 

target which is inversely proportional to the resistivity of the surface. Using the box 

model as an example and defining its surface to have an impedance three times the value 

of free space (i.e. uniform resistivity is set to 3), we see that the monostatic RCS 

calculation (Figure 40) is 15dB down in the specular return and from 15 to 20dB at the 

other various angles compared to the PEC model shown in Figure 38. 

3. Rough Surface Model 

Meanwhile, to observe the effect of the diffused scattering component of a rough 

surface, the box model is defined to have a correlation distance of 100 meters (or 

equivalently 5X) and a standard deviation about the mean value of 2 meters (that is, 

0.1A for a frequency of 15 MHz). Without varying the other parameters, the monostatic 

RCS plot in Figure 41 shows a decline of about 8 dB in the specular direction and an 

increase in the RCS at all the other angles due to the diffuse scattering effect compared to 

the PEC model results in Figure 38. 
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-#    MONOSTATIC RCS 
file   Ecft   Took   Window   Hefe) 

target: BOX "solidftheta . 'dashsd;'phi      phi=0   ;.ywe (m): 20 

Enm 

50r 

•.JO. 

P38 

:   £ 
;     TO 
■    GQ 
;   S. 20 

« 
o 

*3Q 

i 

-Iff 

! 

lljlfli 

so--/•;•... 100 .-."   -.iso-.,.   :.z»l ..;•'  2sq__ -joo    ,- 350'-; 
Mcriost8::cAns:e.:heta(^g)       ?_:     I      ^^ ' j! 

Figure 40. Monostatic RCS of Smooth Box Model with Surface Impedance 

,-Sl   MONOSTATIC RCS 
; Rte 'Edit  foois  Window  M# 

target: BOX: solid: theta1 <' / dashid: phi 

r-Tsra 

phf=0    wave(m|: 20 

50 

40 

•OT       ■■■ 

CD 
S30 
m o 

20 

10- 

A   I 

'% 
tA/V 

J_ 
50 ioo        150; 200 

 A 
iW* /": 

250 300 350 
Monostatic Angle, theta (deg)      prjnt    I     _, 

ose 

Figure 4L Monostatic RCS of Box Model with Rough Surface 
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4.        Calculate Monostatic RCS GUIs 

Several GUIs were designed to enable the user to pinpoint specific parameters 

requiring attention. Errors in encoding values for the theta and phi angles display Figures 

42a to c, while setting the same starting and ending angles advise the user that a theta or 

phi-cut is set as shown in Figure 43. 

1 * Angle Status                                                            HH3E3| 

; ■Tl rHj Enter a Theta Starting angle between 0 and 380 degrees. 

OK 

(a) 

I "V- Angle Status ■ZEI 
f «filf! Enter a Theta Endaig angle between starfing angle 

OK     | 

; and 360 degrees. 

(b) 

-/ Angle Status m o Enter an increment angie less than the diference between staring and 
■idtngangles.   ■      -i i^.V-vv 

■:mi 

(c) 

Figure 42. Angle Status GUIs, (a) Invalid Theta Starting Angle, (b) Invalid Theta Ending 
Angle, (c) Invalid Theta Increment Angle 
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-# Theta-Cut Set 333 
For atheta-cut, increment is set to 1 degree. 

OK 

Figure 43. Theta-Cut Set GUI 

Other GUIs include notifying the user of the need to correct entries for the 

Frequency, Wavelength, and the Length of the Taylor Series Region shown in Figures 44, 

45, and 46, respectively. 

■nf Frequency Status j tm   \ ~~~ f J*V f 

o Enter a positive frequency in Gigahertz. 

OK 

Figure 44. Frequency Status GUI 

*# Wavelength Status 

O Enter a positive wavelength in meters. 

SORT 

Figure 45. Wavelength Status GUI 

-# Taylor Series Region IE 

o Enter length of region between 0 and 1. 

OKI 

Figure 46. Taylor Series Region GUI 
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In addition, some GUIs have been pre-defined to warn the user if the parameter 

entered will take some time to generate the results as in Figure 47 or suggest a range of 

values such as Figures 48 and 49. 

-#■ Tarior Series Terms -i ixi 
Monostatic RCS computation for number of" terms greater than 10 may take 

=-' I some tone. 

OK 

Figure 47. Taylor Series Terms GUI 

| yl Correlation Distance Status                              fiS E3 

/l\    SuS95St that this value be smalier than *he wavelength. 

OK 

Figure 48. Correlation Distance Status GUI 

I <t> Standard Deviation Status H-bM 

& 

Value entered is valid but e> 

OK    | 

ctremely high. 

Fisrure 49. Standard Deviation Status GUI 

It will be evident to the user that the Calculate RCS button is initially disabled. 

Selecting a model from the list box and clicking the Load File button will confirm to the 

user the model selected and give a reminder to set all the parameters as shown in Figure 

50. Clicking the OK button will enable the Calculate RCS button. Finally, clicking the 

Calculate RCS button informs the user that the GUI is calculating the monostatic RCS of 
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the model selected as shown in Figure 51 below. The Calculate Monostatic RCS Help 

GUI shown in Figure 52 can also provide some valuable information. 

¥* ■   Model Selected 'M Z\x\ 

\;         BOX mode! setected, Press Calculate RCS button 
: after setting all parameters.' 

OK     | 
•> 

Figure 50. Model Selected GUI 

•#   Computing Radar Cross Section ms 
, Computing the monostaticRCS öf BOX modelI. :\ 

Figure 51. Computing Monostatic RCS GUI 

EUü '   Calculate Monostatic RCS Help 

Calculate Monostatic RCS computes the total radar cross section of a 
model using a monostatic radar (co-located transmitter and receiver). 
Scattering objects are approximated by arrays of triangles (racets) and 
the scattered field of each triangle is computed as if it were isolated 
and other triangles were not present.   Multiple reflections, edge 
diffraction and surface waves are not included Shadowing is 
approximately included by considering a facet to be completely 
iEuminated or completely shadowed by the incident wave. 

Start and Ending Angles - Tne illuminated surface of a model is described 
by defining the starting and ending angles (theta and phi values) in degrees 
of the model with respect to the monostatic radar. Angles are measured in    ■ '"-•[ 
degrees and entering a phi start and phi stop with equal values results in a 
phi-cut. Similarly, entering a theta start and theta stop with equal values       vK': 
results in a theta-cut. p: 

Increment - defines the number of degrees (or fraction of a degree) increase ;;;yf 
in step for the start and ending angles to be used in calculating the monostatic • : 

radar cross section of the model. W 

•döse 

Figure 52. Calculate Monostatic RCS Help GUI 
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C.       CALCULATING THE BISTATICRCS 

The Calculate Bistatic RCS GUI (Figure 53) is very similar to the Calculate 

Monostatic RCS GUI (Figure 36) except for the 6 and 0 incident angles that define the 

transmitter location with respect to the object. 

3    CALCULATE BISTATIC RCS 

Mode! Name: 

ME 

"3r 
1:»>M 
BRICK 
CHUCK 
DART 
LONG_BOX 
PLATE 
Sidewinder 
UTA2 
VTAIL 

Incidence 
Angle 

Theta: 1 135 , deg 

Phi:        90     deg 

Observation Angle 

Theta Start 
Theta Stop;    J 38 
Increment     pj 

o   . deg 

m~   deg 

deg 

PM Start 

Phi S:op:       \~° 

Increment    I   1 

deg 

deg 

Zl 
Load File; 

Surfece Roughness 

Correlation Dist.(iriY     ° 

Standard Dew (m):      0 

Computational Parameters 

Taylor Series 

Length of Regtaa:   j 0.05 

Number of Terms::     5^ 

Incident Polarization 

jJTheia (TM-2> jj 

Frequency.       0.3 

GHz 

Print Close Help 

Figure 53. Calculate Bistatic RCS GUI 

For an incidence angle of 45 degrees in the 0 = 0° plane and the observation 

direction varied from 0 to 360 degrees in the <t> = 0° plane, using a frequency of 0.2 GHz 

and the number of Taylor Series terms set at 3, the bistatic RCS of the box model is 

shown in Figure 54. The lobe at 135 degrees is the specular reflection from the top. The 

forward scatter is also evident.  Note that the forward scatter is higher than the highest 
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monostatic backscatter lobe.   The accompanying ray diagram in Figure 53 illustrates the 

directions of the expected large RCS lobes. 

-#J. BISTATICRCS 
Fie   Edit  Jöofe  Mncfow   Htetp* 

target: BOX (theiai.phii): (45 0) solid: thata■ -dashed: phi phi=0 wave (m): -13 

M31* 

3G0..   -■    -3S0 
Bistatic Angle, theta (deg) pj|^ ''j.;^ ose 

Specular 
From Top   135° 

Figure 54. Bistatic RCS of Box Model 

Forward 
Scatter 

Incident 

Specular 
From Side 

e 

Incident 

-►    X 

Figure 55. Ray Diagram for the Bistatic RCS of Box Model,   (a) Forward and Specular 
Scatter, (b) Incident Polarization 
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Status GUIs similar to that of the Calculate Monostatic RCS module were 

designed to enable the user to easily correct specific parameters. The Calculate Bistatic 

RCS, however has an additional GUI for the incidence angle as shown in Figure 56. 

Other helpful tips may be found in Calculate Bistatic RCS Help GUI shown in Figure 57. 

"<? incident Angle Status m 
© Ester an incident angfe between -360 and +360 degrees. 

iom 

Figure 56. Incident Angle Status GUI 

BISTATIC RCS Help QUI 
Calculate Bistatic RCS computes the total radar cross section of the target 
using a bistatic radar (transmitter and receiver at different locations). 

Incidence Angle - The incidence direction is fixed and is defined by a theta   \ 
and phi angle in degrees. 

Observation Angles - "WHe the incidence angle is fixed, &e observation 
direction changes. Theta/Phi Start and Stop Angles are measured in degrees 
and entering a phi start and phi stop with equal values results in a phi-cut. 
Similarly, entering a theta start and theta stop with equal values results in a    l 
theta-cut. 

Increment - defines the number of degrees (or fraction of a degree) increase S 
in step for the theta/phi start and stop angles to be used in calculating the 
bistatic radar cross section of the model 

Surface Roughness - A model may be designed to have a rough surface by   : 
inputting values for correlation distance and standard deviation. These 
parameters contribute a diffuse scattering; component of the RCS. and is. adde,. 

< i I 

: Close:: 

Figure 57. Calculate Bistatic RCS Help GUI 
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V.      SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. SUMMARY 

The main purpose of this work was to develop a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

that will provide a convenient way of modeling complex objects using triangular facets, 

provide options to define the surface roughness of the scattering object, and calculate the 

monostatic or bistatic radar cross section over a range of frequencies or wavelengths of 

interest. Care was taken to design the GUI to make it appealing and easy to use and 

several validation techniques were incorporated to make it robust and prevent the user 

from encoding erroneous entries. Help windows and messages guide the user in making 

efficient use of the GUI. The GUI was implemented in MATLAB utilizing its scientific 

computing features and several built-in plotting functions to visualize the model 

geometry and results of the RCS calculation. Implementing the code as a user interface 

is the best way to avoid errors that may have significant consequences related to the use 

of this tool for the desired purpose. 

The GUI can be used by both students and electromagnetic professionals to 

quickly determine the RCS performance of their model by varying the computational 

parameters to suit their design requirements. 

B. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The GUI developed was based on the basic physical optics approximation.   An 

important area for future work is to be able to upgrade this GUI into one that incorporates 

other scattering mechanisms, primarily the effects of multiple reflections.   Multiple 

reflections complicate the PO approximation because the incident field on a patch is not 

only determined by the direct field from the source, but also the field scattered by other 
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facets in the direction of the triangle under consideration. Numerical integrations will be 

required that substantially increase the computation time. 
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APPENDIX A.    MATLAB M-FILES 

The following are the description of the Matlab script files contained in the 

POFACETS Graphical User Interface: 

1. BPlotm 

This file generates either a theta of phi-cut bistatic RCS calculation plot of a 

selected model. 

2. BPIotl.m 

This file generates a contour plot of the bistatic RCS calculation of a selected 

model. 

3. BMessage.m 

This file displays the name of the model selected in the Calculate Bistatic RCS 

GUI and enables the Calculate RCS button. 

4. G.m 

This file calculates the recursive Green's function using the two parameters (n and 

Y) passed. 

5. MPIot.m 

This file generates either a theta of phi-cut monostatic RCS calculation plot of a 

selected model. 

6. MPlotl.m 

This file generates a contour plot of the monostatic RCS calculation of a selected 

model. 
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7. MaxPoints.m 

This file displays a message that the GUI design can accommodate only a 

maximum of 40 vertices only. 

8. Repl_File.m 

This file displays a GUI prompting the user to replace the data of an existing 

model. 

9. Save_As.m 

This file displays a GUI with a list of the existing models and prompts the user to 

enter a filename. 

10. SvAs.m 

This file implements the functionality of the Save_As GUI by displaying the 

filename selected from the list and/or checking if the filename entered already exists. 

11. VertStatus.m 

This file displays a GUI that prompts the user to check the number of vertices if 

the value entered is erroneous. 

12. bistaticm 

This file displays the Calculate Bistatic RCS GUI. 

13. bistat.m 

This file implements the functionalities of the Calculate Bistatic RCS GUI by 

checking all the parameters entered, displaying GUIs with appropriate messages, 

calculating the bistatic RCS of the selected model, and generating the plot. 
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14. design.m 

This file displays the Design Model Coordinates GUI for encoding the 

coordinates of the model being designed or edited. 

15. dsgn.m 

This file implements the functionalities of the Design Model Coordinates GUI by 

checking the individual coordinates entered and the whole coordinate set. 

16. dsgnFN.m 

This file clears previous design GUIs and displays a new Design Model 

Coordinates GUI. 

17. dsgnFO.m 

This file displays the Open Model File GUI showing the list of existing models 

which the user may select to display the data set and plot of the geometry. 

18. facets.m 

This file displays the Design Model Facets GUI for defining the configuration of 

the component triangular facets of the model. 

19. factm 

This file calculates the factorial of a number n given the parameter. 

20. fcets.m 

This file implements the functionalities of the Design Model Facets GUI by 

checking the number of facets, individual nodes and set of nodes, illumination and 

resistivity values. 
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21. hlpbistattxt.m 

This file contains the text that is displayed in the Calculate Bistatic RCS Help 

GUI. 

22. hlpcoordtxt.m 

This file contains the text that is displayed in the Design Model Coordinates Help 

GUI. 

23. hlpfacettxtm 

This file contains the text that is displayed in the Design Model Facets Help GUI. 

24. hlpmaintxt.m 

This file contains the text that is displayed in the POFACETS Main GUI. 

25. hlpmodeltxt.m 

This file contains the text that is displayed in the Design Model Geometry Help 

GUI. 

26. hlpmonotxt.m 

This file contains the text that is displayed in the Calculate Monostatic RCS Help 

GUI. 

27. hlpbistat.m 

This file displays the Calculate Bistatic RCS Help GUI. 

28. hlpdsgncoord.m 

This file displays the Design Model Coordinates Help GUI. 

29. hlpdsgnfacet.m 

This file displays the Design Model Facets Help GUI. 
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30. hlpmain.m 

This file displays the POFACETS Main Help GUI. 

31. hlpmodel.m 

This file contains the text that is displayed in the Design Model Facets Help GUI. 

32. hlpmono.m 

This file displays the Calculate Monostatic RCS Help GUI. 

33. message.m 

This file displays the name of the model selected in the Calculate Monostatic RCS 

GUI and enables the Calculate RCS button. 

34. mod.m 

This file implements the functionalities of the Model Geometry GUI by plotting 

the model, labeling its vertices and facets, displaying the grid, and printing the data set 

and model plot. 

35. model.m 

This file displays the Model Geometry GUI. 

36. mono.m 

This file implements the functionalities of the Calculate Monostatic RCS GUI by 

checking all the parameters entered, displaying GUIs with appropriate messages, 

calculating the monostatic RCS of the selected model, and generating the plot. 

37. monostatic.m 

This file displays the Calculate Monostatic RCS GUI. 
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38. mplt.m 

This file prints the Monostatic or Bistatic RCS plot. 

39. msgComputing.m 

This file displays a message that the GUI is calculating either the monostatic or 

bistatic RCS of the model selected. 

40. pofacets.m 

This file displays the POFACETS Main GUI where the user may choose to run 

any of the three modules - Design Model, Calculate Monostatic RCS and Calculate 

Bistatic RCS. 
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